
MICROSOFT CORP (NASDAQ:MSFT)
RECOMMENDATION: HOLD

Microsoft Corporation develops, licenses, and supports a range of software

products, services, and devices. The company's segments include Productivity and

Business Processes, Intelligent Cloud, and More Personal Computing. Microsoft's

products include operating systems, cross-device productivity applications, server

applications, business solution applications, desktop and server management tools,

software development tools, video games, and training and certification of computer

system integrators and developers. It also designs, manufactures, and sells devices,

including personal computers (PCs), tablets, gaming and entertainment consoles,

phones, other intelligent devices, and related accessories that integrate with its

cloud-based offerings. The company offers an array of services, including cloud-

based solutions that provide customers with software, services, platforms, and

content, and it provides solution support and consulting services.

FUNDAMENTAL/TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

Microsoft recently released its financial results for the first quarter of its 2021

financial year. The company’s revenue rose by 12% to USD37.2 billion (1Q2020:

USD33 billion), beating analysts' estimates of USD35.72 billion (IBES data from

Refinitiv). Operating income improved by 25% to USD15.9 billion (1Q2020:

USD12.7 billion), and net income was up 30% to USD13.9 billion(1Q2020: USD10.7

billion). Microsoft’s diluted earnings per share grew by 32% to USD1.82.

The company’s Intelligent Cloud segment’s revenue increased by 20% to USD13

billion (+19% in constant currency). Server products and cloud services revenue

grew by 22% (+21% in constant currency), mainly driven by growth in Azure

revenue of 48% (+47% in constant currency). The company’s on-premises server

business detracted by 1%, impacted by continued transactional weakness and a

strong prior year comparable that benefited from the end of support for Windows

Server and SQL server 2008. Microsoft is in the process of building and branding

Azure as the world’s computer, with more datacenter regions than any other

provider, currently standing at 66, including new regions in Austria, Brazil, Greece,

and Taiwan.

Revenue in Productivity and Business Processes was USD12.3 billion (1Q2020:

USD11 billion), up by 11%. Dynamics products and cloud services revenue

increased by 19% (+18% in constant currency) driven by Dynamics 365 revenue

growth of 38% (+37% in constant currency). During the first quarter, LinkedIn

revenue increased by 16%, ahead of expectations, mainly driven by a stronger

advertising market. Office Commercial products and cloud services revenue grew

by 9%, with Office 365 commercial revenue growing by 21% (+20% in constant

currency), driven by installed base expansion across all workloads and customer

segments.

More Personal Computing Revenue was up 6% to USD11.8 billion during 1Q2021.

Surface revenue increased by 37% (+6% in constant currency), Xbox content and

services revenue grew by 30%, and Windows Commercial products and cloud

services revenue were up by 13% (up 12% in constant currency). Microsoft also

reported a 5% decline in Windows OEM revenue.

The company continues to expect headwinds from its transactional business.

Management attributes the transactional weakness during 3Q2020 to a strong

prior year comparable that included the end of support for Windows 7 and

Windows Server 2008, as well as transactional strength in Japan across its Office

businesses, which will continue to impact growth rates in the future.

Management has guided that it expects its Productivity and Business Processes

segment to generate revenues of between USD12.75 and USD13 billion during

2Q2021, Intelligent Cloud revenues of between USD13.55 and USD13.8 billion, and

for the More Personal Computing segment, the company expects revenue of

between USD13.2 and USD13.6 billion.

Microsoft returned USD9.5 billion to shareholders in the form of share repurchases

and dividends in the first quarter of the 2021 financial year, up by 21% compared

to 1Q2020. The company is trading at a dividend yield of 1.03% and a forward P/E

of 29.14.
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SHARE INFORMATION

Share Code MSFT

Industry Software & IT Services

Sector Information Technology

Market Capital (USD m) 1 532 361

Current Price (USD) 202.00

1yr Target Price 220.00

Price - 52 Week High: 232.86

Price - 52 Week Low: 132.52

Dividend Yield 1.03%

Beta 5 Year 0.87

VALUATION RATIOS **

Period P/E P/SALES EV/EBITDA

Last 12 Months 37.0x 11.3x 23.6x

Current Year Est 32.5x 10.3x 21.2x

Next Year Exp 28.5x 9.2x 18.8x

SHARE PRICE PERFORMANCE**
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The company’s dividend yield is trading at 1.03%, more than one standard

deviation below its long-term average of 1.89%.

MSFT’s forward P/E is at 29.14, more than one standard deviation above its long

term mean of 23.65.

The company’s ROE decreased marginally to 41.4% (1Q2020: 42.96%).

Net profit margins increased to 37.39% for 1Q2021 (1Q2020: 32.3%). Microsoft’s price to book is at 13.84, more than one standard deviation above its

long term mean of 8.9.

MSFT’s net debt/ total equity was down to 46% for 1Q2021 (1Q2020: 61%).
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The Covid-19 pandemic assisted in the growth of many of the company’s product offerings during 3Q2020. The 31% growth of MSFT’s

commercial cloud revenue can be attributed to remote working resulting from the pandemic. Many companies have decided to permanently

allow employees to work from home. This will aid revenue growth even when the threat of the pandemic subsides.

Source: Company Earnings Report
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Disclaimer:

This publication has been issued by PSG Wealth Old Oak and does not represent the official PSG Wealth view. It is confidential and issued for the information of clients only. It shall not be reproduced in

whole or in part without our permission. Any unauthorized use, duplication, redistribution or disclosure is prohibited by law. This publication is not to be construed as providing investment services in any

jurisdiction where the provision of such services is not permitted. It is provided for informational purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of a security, and we

have no responsibility whatsoever arising here from or in consequence hereof. The user assumes the entire risk of any use made of this publication. Any decision to purchase securities mentioned in this

publication must take into account existing public information on such security or any registered prospectus. The information contained herein has been obtained from sources which and persons whom we

believe to be reliable but is not guaranteed for accuracy, completeness or otherwise. Opinions and estimates constitute our judgement as of the date of this material and are subject to change without notice.

This publication does not attempt to identify the nature of the specific market or other risks associated with an investment. Leveraged /Geared positions in securities have the ability to accentuate the

profit/loss made on investments. Geared /Leveraged positions are not recommended based on the information contained in this publication. Securities, financial instruments or strategies mentioned herein

may not be suitable for all investors and investors must make their own investment decisions using their own independent advisers as they believe necessary and based upon their specific financial situations

and investment objectives. Certain investments/recommendations may have tax implications for private customers. Investors should seek advice from a tax advisor before acting on information contained in

this publication. The securities described herein are subject to fluctuation in price and/or value and investors may get back less than originally invested. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

The employees responsible for the production of this report may from time to time own securities mentioned herein.

Analyst Certification:

The research analyst who prepared this report certifies that the view expressed herein accurately reflect the research analyst’s personal views about the subject security and issuer and that no part of his 

compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly related to specific recommendations or views contained in this report.

Microsoft's 52-week high/low is $232.86/$132.52 respectively, currently trading at $202 per share. The company's year to date performance is

+28.52%. Microsoft has been trading in a bullish trend since it reached the 52-week low on the 23rd of March. Short term support can be

found at the 61.8% Fibonacci retracement level at $194.27, followed by the 200-day moving average at $189.53. The stochastic oscillator and

the relative strength index is close to oversold levels. The 50-day moving average at $212.62 could provide some short term resistance, should

we move higher from current levels.


